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ON-DEMAND SERVICES

Turnkey solutions for peace of mind.
George Jon provides comprehensive, on-demand discovery, investigation, and governance platform
services for both new and existing environments. With two decades of industry-specific experience,
our niche expertise makes us a uniquely experienced provider for your business and technical teams,
enabling smooth and streamlined deliverables for complex platform tasks.
Our team has done it all, including platform-to-platform migrations, end-to-end platform deployments,
application installations and upgrades, SQL migrations, OS & SQL upgrades, network migrations,
datacenter moves, and much more!
Every platform implementation project is managed by experienced engineers who conduct the
environmental work and a dedicated project consultant who ensures adherence to our proven
management lifecycle framework, from kickoff to status reporting and closure. We will deliver
a detailed project plan and work breakdown structure, clearly defining milestones, roles, and
responsibilities across stakeholders to ensure that communications and tasks are aligned with
deadline and deliverable expectations. Exceptional service is our “true north”, and our on-demand
platform solutions combine the best technical skills and personal service in the industry.
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The Benefits of GJ On-Demand Services
•

Experienced Subject Matter Experts
(SMEs) will execute your technical
services project

•

A detailed Project Plan will be created
to define deliverables and ensure that
all stakeholders are aligned

•

Leverage GJ’s expertise for managed
services post-project without any
onboarding or assessment fees

•

Robust project lifecycle management
protocols, clear communications, and
detailed quality controls will inform
your project, from start to finish

•

Ongoing communications and
transparent workstream reporting for
peace of mind

•

Value-added service: we’ll provide
platform quality and performance
improvement feedback at project
closure
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Data Migrations
It’s time to make a move.
Data is the lifeblood of your business. Moving it between environments has traditionally been a
stressful task, as there are multiple moving parts (servers, configurations, applications, etc.) that, when
migrated, can cause downtime, unpredictability, and loss of income. Through fifteen years of R&D and
real-world experience, George Jon has eliminated the hassle. Our tested and proven data migration
process is a snap.
We facilitate quick and easy migrations of
existing data/workspace/SQL instances
(databases, native documents, images, and
search indexes) into your chosen environment,
whether on-prem, hybrid, or entirely in the
cloud. What used to be a time-consuming
process is expedited by the experts at George
Jon – we’ll have your valuable data in place
and functioning in the blink of an eye. Our
proven processes allow us to move your data
while still in production, keeping downtime
to a minimum. We can accurately forecast
downtime so you can plan accordingly. The
entire process is quick, easy and accurate.

END-TO-END DATA MIGRATION FRAMEWORK
George Jon has created a comprehensive solution framework for
end-to-end data migrations when moving to a new environment which
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The Benefits of
GJ Data Migrations:
•

Quick and easy migration of existing data/
workspace/SQL instances into your chosen
environment

•

Data is imported and functioning in a short
timeframe

•

We ensure consistent, uninterrupted search
performance for live users

•

15 years of real-world migrations has taught
us how important variables, including antivirus software, third party filter drivers, and
backups, can affect data migration
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END-TO-END ENGAGEMENT MANAGEMENT
Program Governance
Resource Management
Risk Management
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MOST COMMON MIGRATION USE CASES:
Data Migration to a New Environment
In the past two years, our data specialists have migrated over 4
petabytes of data from multiple legacy environments into newly
deployed environments. These migrations were from on-premises to
private cloud, private cloud to private cloud, private cloud to public
cloud, and on-premises to SaaS platforms.
Platform-to-Platform Data Transformation & Migration
As new applications gain traction in the market, our team has seen a
vast uptick in demand to extract, transform, and load (ETL) data from
legacy applications to new applications. This work is complex and
requires deep knowledge of both the source and destination platform
to ensure accurate field mapping and data coding.
SQL Data Migrations
Whether you are conducting a SQL server refresh or scaling your SQL
environment, accurately migrating SQL data across servers is critical to
the integrity and ongoing fidelity of your environment.
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Application Installations
Reliable installs for critical software.
Application installations for critical discovery, investigation and governance platform software is NOT
a breeze, as we have learned over 15 years of conducting real-world installs. Every platform is different,
with varying complexities, integrations, and customizations, and unfortunately, there is no simple
“run program” button that delivers immediate and effortless success. The complexity of installing
the application is only the first hurdle, as every application installation must be configured and tuned
according to your specific workflow needs and requirements.
Our team of time-tested Application Engineers excel in delivering flawless application installations for
your mission-critical platforms. They understand and adhere to client go-live requirements to accurately
configure, integrate and test application(s) as part of the broader workflow. In the week following an
installation, your team will have 24/7 access to our global pool of engineers should questions or
issues arise.
Our symbiotic, long-term relationships with leading
eDiscovery application developers allow us to
understand every nuance, variable, and change
that can affect platform performance. We have
successfully installed and integrated industryspecific applications for the past 15 years.
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The Benefits of
GJ Application Installations:
•

Painless, comprehensive installation and integration of
your application(s) to support critical business operations

•

Turnkey engagement and quality management driven by a
dedicated, experienced business consultant

•

Accelerated time-to-market for application installation

•

Peace of mind in knowing that your application installation has been configured according to 15 years of George Jon best
practices

•

Ability to engage George Jon for future upgrades, hot fixes, and managed services without incurring any onboarding or
assessment fees

•

A bespoke report with full documentation surrounding your application specifications and key considerations for future scaling
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Application Upgrades
Upgrade your game.
Let’s be honest: running upgrades to your discovery applications is neither an easy nor exciting
task, always lurking at the bottom of your “To-Do List”. However, if you’ve fallen behind on staying
up-to-date, you’re missing out on key application features and diminishing your investment in this
mission-critical platform, as new versions provide enhanced functionality and performance.
The discovery, investigation, and governance
experts at GJ make the upgrade process a snap,
providing turnkey services, peace of mind, and
ample time for you to focus on your primary
business. We plan, execute, and fine-tune upgrades
for your environment, regardless of size. To
maintain your competitive advantage in the fastgrowing discovery market, you need to harness the
full power of your application portfolio. In addition
to upgrading your discovery, investigation and
governance applications, George Jon also provides
software versioning upgrades for your platform’s
core systems including the operating system (OS),
SQL, virtualization, and other third-party software.
Avoid the hassle — talk to George Jon.

THE UPGRADE PROCESS
1. ENGAGE
Experienced George Jon engineers will study your environment, ensuring
that all elements necessary to facilitate and support upgrades are in place.
GJ has worked with eDiscovery platforms for 15 years, developing and
applying a database of known issues for every type of system.
2. ASSESS
We will conduct a technical review of your environment, determining scale,
ensuring adherence to best practices, and identifying customer applications/
workflows to anticipate potential issues and deliver correlative resolutions.
3. UPGRADE PLAYBOOK
A comprehensive playbook will outline needed/recommended system
changes prior to conducting the upgrade, your environment’s current and
future virtual architecture and configuration, and the detailed project plan for
preparation, execution, testing, and hand-off.
4. PLAN & STAGE
A GJ Delivery Manager will coordinate with your business and technical
teams, selecting dates/times for each phase of the upgrade project,
including weekend downtime. We will prepare and stage your environment
for the scheduled upgrade. Depending on scale and integration requirements
of your platform, we may upgrade your application in a test environment for
pre-upgrade functionality testing. We will also work with your team to resolve
any issues post-assessment and pre-upgrade.
5. UPGRADE
During the upgrade, GJ engineers will provide progress reports every 2 hours.
We will perform a full smoke test of the software, and once complete, we will
provide a final hand-off to the client for UAT. The GJ Engineering Team will
be available 24/7 the entire week following your upgrade, with immediate
escalation to the Senior Engineering Team should any issues arise.

•

The Benefits of GJ Application Upgrades:
•

We quickly and easily
upgrade systems with
limited downtime
and extensive testing,
ensuring that your
users will not skip a
beat post-upgrade
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•

We work directly
with the application
developers to optimize
and improve the
upgrade process,
based on our realworld experience

•

We deliver stress-free
upgrades through
a knowledge base
and proven process
that identifies and
eliminates issues
before they ever
affect your systems

Our Application SMEs
test new versions in
the GJ Lab before
ever upgrading a
client, ensuring a
smooth process and
communicating known
issues and/or changes
in new versions
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Staff Augmentation
Get the staff you need, as needed.
eDiscovery is a niche field. Instead of throwing unnecessary human
and capital resources at your most mission-critical engagements,
allow George Jon’s team of eDiscovery Specialists to step in, as a
seamless extension of your operation, to get the job done properly.
Staffing in-house, in-demand Database Administrators (DBAs) is a costly
endeavor for businesses, law firms and service providers. These expensive
resources are not billable, forcing you to pump big money into a loss
category (just to keep the wheels turning) at a time when most companies
are working to preserve precious capital. And worst of all, firms can
usually only afford a small number of DBAs who offer limited availability
and are unable to support business growth, international locations, or
after-hours needs. George Jon, the leader in managed services for the
legal world, offers a solution to this expensive, mission-critical dilemma.
Our Staff Augmentation service offering allows firms to significantly
reduce operational expenses while gaining better, deeper, and more
affordable coverage for vital document management and legal practice
systems (accounting, time entry, contracts, analytics, production,
eDiscovery, etc.).
The service entails proactive systems monitoring and maintenance,
detailed reporting and collaboration with stakeholders, optimized
performance, 24x7 support, development of standards and procedures for
in-house staff / project managers, and peace of mind in knowing that you
are getting best-in-class, cost-effective database oversight. Best of all, this
lasting solution is eminently elastic, able to expand and contract as your
needs evolve, delivering a solution both for today and whatever comes
next. Drive your business, enhance your capabilities, and rely on a team
of experts to help you be more productive and profitable with data-driven
insights and operations.

The Benefits of GJ Staff
Augmentation:
•

Our on-demand pool of globallydispersed SQL DBAs can quickly
scale in lockstep with your business
requirements, providing elasticity
and eliminating the need to hire/train
expensive in-house resources.

•

Flat-rate, predictable monthly fees are
well below the cost of in-house assets
($250K/year), saving you hundreds of
thousands of dollars annually.

•

GJ’s Database Administrators/Engineers,
with 15+ years of industry-specific
experience and best practices, have
greater knowledge and access to global
best practices than in-house IT staff.

•

24/7/365 pool of SQL experts provides
perpetual oversight and support (versus
traditional 9-to-5 staff).

•

Every international case/location can
be managed, extending your coverage
across 6 continents and every time zone.

•

Optimized, standardized and reliable
performance from revenue-generating
systems (accounting, billing, contracts)
creates consistency across your
business.

•

We support law firms, corporations
and service providers. Often, we also
support their clients (Fortune 100 banks
and corporations, Big 4 consultancies,
government agencies), providing end-toend SQL expertise and efficient database
workflow/optimization that delivers
enhanced profitability for all parties.
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